Track the latest arts and cultural events in and between Asia and Europe.
EVENTS
PHILIPPINES  UNITED KINGDOM
FROM - TO  24 AUG 2020 - 19 NOV 2020
Together Apart | virtual exhibition connecting the Philippines and UK

EVENTS
ASIA  EUROPE
FROM - TO  10 SEP 2020 - 10 SEP 2020
ASEF webinar: How relevant is cultural diplomacy in the face of a global crisis?

EVENTS
EUROPE  GERMANY
FROM - TO  17 SEP 2020 - 18 SEP 2020
Museums and Social Responsibility: Values revisited - online conference

EVENTS
ASIA  EUROPE
FROM - TO  03 SEP 2020 - 05 SEP 2020
Selvedge Virtual World Fair | Celebrating textiles & crafts

EVENTS
GERMANY  INTERNATIONAL
FROM - TO  07 SEP 2020 - 11 SEP 2020
MuseumsFutures - 2nd Martin Roth Symposium online

EVENTS
AUSTRALIA  INTERNATIONAL
FROM - TO  22 JUN 2020 - 30 AUG 2020
Australia | BLEED Biennial Live Event in the Everyday Digital

ABOUT ASEF CULTURE360
culture360.asef.org brings Asia and Europe closer by providing information, facilitating dialogue and stimulating reflection on the arts and culture of the two regions.
MORE ABOUT ASEF CULTURE360 | FAQ